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This major exhibition comprises some
seventy artworks created between 1900
& 1939. All the artists in the exhibition
curiously explored the potential of
colour to express character traits and
emotions, as well as spiritual and
musical qualities. Naturalistic depiction
had increasingly lost its appeal and
relevance. The prospect of being able to
explore once’s inner emotions and
convey a more personal experience of
reality seemed much more enticing.

This exhibition featuring key works
from the collection by Edvard Munch,
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Helene
Schjerfbeck, Vera Nilsson, Wassily
Kandinsky, Henri Matisse, Tora Vega
Holmström, Idsaac Grünewald, Sigrid
Hjertén and many others. The featured
artists all share an experimental
approach to the potential of colour,
lines and composition to express
different moods, emotions and existen-
tial thoughts. Naturalistic depiction did
no longer feel sufficient; instead, artists
wanted to explore the inner dimensions
of the mind and reach for a deeper
experience of reality.

TheManwith theBlueFace
On the Expressionist Quest
of Early Modernism

Opposite page
Harald Giersing
Self-Portrait
(TheMan
with the Blue Face)
1926

1
Installation view
2
Henri Matisse
Deux odalisques dont l'une
dévetue fond ornemental
et damier
1928
3
Tora VegaHolmström
Boywith Seashell
1918
4
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
Marcella
1909-10
5
EdwardMunch
Girl on Bedside
1916
6
Helene Schjerfbeck
Self-Portrait with Palette
1937

All works ©ModernaMuseet
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4 in LA
Bäst | Paul Insect | Malik Roberts
Stickymonger

Each artist defines painting in their 
own precise and distinctive style. 
A tribute to Bäst’s life and career, 
we honour his talent to create edgy, 
uncomprising compositions that 
challenge modern urban life. 
His wheat-pasted posters that 
decorated environments in New 
York and Europe will forever be 
a gesture of his mark on Earth. 
While his most recent works will be 
on display, they will not be for sale. 
Bäst will be missed dearly. 
Eric Allouche, 

founder of Allouche Gallery.

Some of the leading contemporary 

artists are on display at Allouche 

Gallery’s pop-up exhibition in Los 

Angeles, aptly titled ‘4 in LA’. The artists 

in question are Malik Roberts, Paul 

Insect and Stickymonger, who will, each 

in their own fashion, commemo- rate 

the legacy of Bäst, the fourth of the 4. 

Brooklyn born Bäst uses collages to 

create ‘mutated characters’ and 

‘mutated scenes’ in a street art style. 

He has been branding the streets of 

New York and Europe with his thought- 

provoking satirical images for more 

than 15 years. Thoroughly schooled in 

New York street parlance, Bäst nonethe- 

less toyed with graff culture and its 

preoccupations.
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www.allouchegallery.com

Opposite page

Malik Roberts
Untitled
Portrait of a Blk Woman
2021, Oil, acrylic, oil pastel 

on canvas

182.9 x 152.4 cm

1

Paul Insect
Large Yellow Red Trees
2021, Acrylic, oil stick, oil pastel, 

spray paint on 12 ounce canvas

185.4 x 264.2 x 3.2 cm

2

Paul Insect
Orange Background Dark 
Green Face, Light Hair 
2021, Acrylic on raw linen

119.9 x 119.9 x 4.8 cm

3

Stickymonger
Shall We Dance
2021, Aerosol paint

213.4 x 152.4 cm

4

Bäst
Litebrite Slayer
2020, Oil and oil pastel on canvas

537.1 x 483.9 x 3.8 cm

5

Bäst
Cacciatore Diserpenti 
2020, Oil, oil stick on canvas

227.3 x 190.5 x 3.8 cm

6

Paul Insect
Large Yellow Red Trees
2021, Acrylic, oil stick, oil pastel, 

spray paint on 12 ounce canvas

264.2 x 264.2 x 3.8 cm

4 5
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Paulina Olowska 
30 Minutes Before Midnight

19.05.2021 > 19.06.2021 International 
Art Exhibitions 2021

www.simonleegallery.com

Opposite page
Vali, The Witch of Positano
2021, Oil on canvas
100 x 85 cm

1
Susan, The Revenger
2021, Oil on canvas
80 x 80 cm
2
Grazyna, The Modernist
2021, Oil on canvas
160 x 100 cm
3
Brittany and Daimons
2021, Oil on canvas
140 x 110 cm

4
Tera, The Queen
2021, Oil on canvas
100 x 70 cm
5
Maidens fishing for 
bohemian Merelf
2021, Oil on canvas
170 x 110 cm

Courtesy of Simon Lee Gallery
Photos: Paweł Dudziak
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An exhibition of new paintings by 
Paulina Olowska, whose oeuvre has long 
been informed by her examination of 
the restrictive stereotypes that underpin 
representations of womanhood in the 
history of art. Seeking to depict feminin- 
ity in all its guises, Olowska’s visual lan- 
guage asserts and redefines the capacity 
of the female gaze in painting, encoding 
each work with symbols and narrative 
cues that embolden her subject’s 
physical and psychological presence.

For her second solo exhibition in Hong 
Kong, Olowska has created a body of 
works depicting muses and heroines in 
various scenarios at different times of 
the day and night. The title of the show 
alludes to John Berendt’s novel ‘Midnight 
in the Garden of Good and Evil’. Drawing 
on the hoodoo notion of midnight, the 
passage of time in the book defines the 
period for good magic (the 30 minutes 
prior to midnight) and the period for bad 
magic (the 30 minutes after midnight). 

Olowska extends this notion of time 
and the passing of day to night as both 
a visual and narrative device to context-
ualise the subjects of her portraits. 

Colours, and the time of day they 
indicate, fortify the viewer’s initial 
engagement with Olowska’s protagon- 
ists. Shifting from soft to vibrant tones, 
the works in the exhibition fluctuate in 
mood throughout the exhibition as 
day turns to night.
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The exhibitionwill openwith an intro-
duction to Barbara Hepworth’s work,
showing the three sculptural forms she
returned to repeatedly throughout her
career using a variety of different
materials. A detailed look at Hepworth’s
childhood inYorkshire through archive
material and photographswill include
someof the artist’s earliest-known
paintings, carvings and life drawings as
she began to exploremovement and
the human form. A proponent of direct
carving, Hepworth combined an accute
sensitivity to the organicmaterials of
exotic wood and stonewith the
development of a radical new abstract
language of form.

Hepworth’s determination to break free
from accepted traditionwas enhanced
by travelling to Paris in 1933where she
visited the studios ofmany of the
leading European avant-garde artists

including Jean Arp, Constantin Brancusi
and Pablo Picasso. A large sectionwill
look at Hepworth’s development of
abstraction in the 1930s includingThree
Forms (1935) created shortly after she

gave birth to triplets, an event she felt
invigorated herwork towards a bolder
language of geometric form. One of the
few examples in existence of Barbara
Hepworth’s first coloured stringed
sculptures in plaster, made during
WorldWarTwo, will be shown alongside
themany drawings she created during
this periodwhen sculpturalmaterials
were scarce. She described these
drawings as‘my sculptures born in the
disguise of two dimensions.’ The final
section of the exhibitionwill look at
Hepworth’s last years, featuring her
experimentswith newmaterials and
techniques, which incorporate bold
colours and luminescent surfaces, while
consistently seeking to use abstract
form to express universal human
experiences.

Taking place across all ten gallery
spaces, this will be the largest exhibition
of Barbara Hepworth’s since the artist’s
death in 1975. It will markTheHepworth
Wakefield’s 10th anniversary.

Barbara
Hepworth
Art & Life

1
Mother & Child
1934, Ancaster stone
2
Orpheus
1956

3
Winged Figure (prototype)
1961-62
4
Barbara Hepworth at work
on Oval Form (Trezion)
1963, Plaster
5
Spring
1966, Plaster with strings
76.8 x 58.7 x 54.2 cm
6
Single Form (ChunQuoit)
1961, Plaster, painted brown
7
Pierced Hemisphere
1937, White marble
8
Curved Forms (Pavan)
1956, Impregnated plaster,
painted, on an aluminium
armature
52 x 80 x 48.5 cm
9
Kneeling Figure
1932, Rosewood

864 | 5
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Bob Bonies
Bob Bonies, who was born in The Hague 

in 1937 and lived in America for a time in 

the 1960s, was the first Dutch artist to 

create ‘shaped canvases’. He composes 

his paintings with geometric shapes. He 

always approaches his work rationally 

and consistently, creating his paintings 

on the basis of predetermined rules. 

The mathematical laws that underlie 

his compositions produce a harmonious 

result. He can therefore be regarded as a 

proponent of pure conceptual painting, 

and there is clearly a close relationship 

between his work and the minimal art of 

Sol LeWitt. Bonies has, with his particular 

form of art, taken up a direction which 

can be considered to be a successor to 

the de Stijl movement. 

His works are a continuation and 

development of the principles of this 

art form which originated in the Nether- 

lands and was founded by Theo van 

Doesberg and Piet Mondrian in 1917. 

He has extended the strict reduction 

to the three basic colours by including 

green in his large works. Not only in this 

way, however, but also in formal ways 

has he endeavored to shift the boun- 

daries of his preceding generation. 

26.05.2021 > 05.09.2021 International 
Art Exhibitions 2021

www.kunstmuseum.nl
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1

Untitled 
1964, Acrylic on canvas 

305 x 265 cm, diptych

Collection Stedelijk Museum 
Schiedam
2

Untitled 
1976, Acrylic on canvas 

250 x 275 cm, eight-part 

3

Untitled
2003, Acrylic on canvas 

240 x 140 cm, diptych 

4

Untitled
2002, Acrylic on canvas 

350 x 225 cm, triptych 

Courtesy Galerie Vivid
5

Bob Bonies 
Photo: © Pieter Vandermeer
6

Room overview
Photo: © Yves Krol

7

Untitled
1981, Acrylic on canvas

100 x 100 cm

8

Untitled
1966, Acrylic on wood

30 x 30 cm

9

Untitled
1972, Acrylic on canvas

255 x 296 cm, four parts

Kunstm
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dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk

1

Helen Frankenthaler
Photo: Suzanne Dechillo, 

New York Times

2

Freefall
1993

© 2020 Helen Frankenthaler 

Foundation Inc / DACS / Tyler 

Graphic Ltd, Mount Kisco, NY

3

Cameo 
1980

© 2020 Helen Frankenthaler 

Foundation Inc / DACS / Tyler 

Graphic Ltd, Bedford Village, NY

4

Tales of Genji III
1998

© 2020 Helen Frankenthaler 

Foundation Inc / DACS / Tyler 

Graphic Ltd, Mount Kisco, NY

5

East and Beyond
1973 

© 2020 Helen Frankenthaler

Foundation, Inc / DACS / 

Universal Limited Art Editions 

(ULAE), West Islip, NY

Helen
Frankenthaler
Radical Beauty
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This will be the first major UK exhibition 

of woodcuts by the leading Abstract 

Expressionist, Helen Frankenthaler 

(1928-2011). Shining a light on the artist’s 

groundbreaking woodcuts, it will show- 

case works never shown before in the 

UK, to reveal Frankenthaler as a creative 

force and a trailblazer of printmaking, 

who endlessly pushed the possibilities 

of the medium. Ranging from the artist’s 

first ever woodcut in 1973, to her last 

work published in 2009, this major print 

retrospective will bring together thirty

works on loan from the Helen Franken- 

thaler Foundation, including Madame 

Butterfly (2000) and East and Beyond 

(1973) to reveal the enormous diversity in 

scale and technique in her oeuvre. 

Exhibition highlights include East and 

Beyond (1973), created by printing onto 

multiple blocks to avoid negative space 

and Cameo (1980) in which Frankenthaler 

introduced a new layered approach to 

colour using her ‘guzzying’ technique 

where she worked surfaces with sand- 

paper and dentist drills to achieve 

different affects. Frankenthaler’s master- 

piece, Madame Butterfly (2000) is also 

not to be missed. The triptych’s light 

pastel colours and stained marks show 

Frankenthaler at her most expressive and 

lyrical. Created in collaboration with 

Kenneth Tyler and Yasuyuki Shibata from 

46 woodblocks and 102 colours, the work 

measures over two metres in length and 

will occupy an entire room in the show.

Helen Frankenthaler is recognized 

among the most important American 

abstract artists of the 20th century, 

widely credited for her pivotal role in the 

transition from Abstract Expressionism 

to Colour Field painting. She tirelessly

experimented throughout her six- 

decade long career, producing a large 

body of work across multiple mediums. 

Opening ten years after her death, this 

exhibition shines a light on the artist’s 

groundbreaking woodcuts, which 

appear painterly and spontaneous with 

expanses of colour and fluid forms. It will 

reveal Frankenthaler as a trailblazer of 

the printmaking movement, who end- 

lessly pushed possibilities through her 

experimentation. 

D
ulw
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Madame Butterfly
2000

© 2020 Helen Frankenthaler Foundation Inc / 

DACS / Tyler Graphic Ltd, Mount Kisco, NY

    



Will Martyr
You Gave Me Paradise

Will Martyr was born in Eastbourne, UK, 

in 1980. He trained at The Slade School 

of Fine Art, London (UCL 1998-2002),  

New York Studio School, NYC (2002-03) 

and the Royal College of Art (2005-07). 

He currently lives and works in London. 

Unit London is delighted to announce 

‘You Gave Me Paradise’, Will Martyr’s 

third solo exhibition with the gallery. 

Martyr’s work explores the relationship 

between memories, people and their 

environments. He examines how our 

surroundings impact our emotional 

states, as well as our desires. This show 

sees Martyr develop his practice to 

incorporate figures, a trans- ition he has 

been thinking about for many years. 

This body of work continues to depict 

the rarefied yet universally familiar 

locations of rest and relaxation that 

were so prominent in Wanderlust (2017) 

and Fathoms (2018), however the 

inclusion of figures imbues the pieces 

with an increased sense of humanity. 

In this exhibition, Martyr reflects on the 

beauty and strength of intimate relation- 

ships, charting how they evolve and 

grow stronger over time, whereas in

Martyr’s past two exhibitions the works 

depicted sleek, modernist interiors set 

within expansive landscapes that were 

simultaneously seductive yet imposs- 

ibly utopian. Martyr has kept these 

alluring locations in the work, yet his 

attention has now turned to his own 

personal relationships, where the artist 

is meditating on the joy of sharing a life, 

and how it feels to combine your hopes 

and aspirations with another’s. 

U
nit London London 

27.05.2021 > 01.07.2021

www.theunitldn.com

Opposite page

Heaven is Everywhere
1

Will Martyr

2

I Promise We Will Be Perfect
3

How I Remember You
4

You Gave Me Paradise
5

Wherever You Are, It’s Alright
6

All of Mine is All of Yours
7

I Built My Dreams Around You

All Works: Acrylic on canvas

150 cm (diameter)

2020 | 2,5,7

2021 | Opposite page,1,3,4,6 

© Will Martyr

Courtesy Unit London
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The exhibitionmarks Springford’s first
solo exhibition in Asia and features 13
highly representativeworks produced
between the 1950s and 1970s. TheNew
York art scene in the 1950swas one of
absolutemale dominance, Springford
navigated an environmentwith few
opportunities for female artists to be
successful. In the 1950s, Springford
began towork in abstraction, incorpo-
rating techniques of action painting
such as dripping. Of profound and
specific influence to her career in the
late 1950swas her relationshipwith the
Chinese-American artistWalasseTing,
withwhom she shared a studio. Ting
introduced Springford to Chinese
calligraphy, Eastern thought and art –
an influence thatmade a profound
impact on her attitude towards abstrac-
tion aswell as the physicality of her
painting, emphasizing the beauty of the
emptiness, observed in blank spaces
left and the freely gestural strokes like
calligraphy.

From the late 1960s until themid-1980s,
when the loss of eyesight due to ill
health caused her to stopworking, she
continued to develop her technique of
Stain painting.

Vivian
Springford

Opposite page
UntitledVSF2245 c1973-76
Acrylic stain on paper on
Dibond

1
UntitledVSF821 c1973-76
Acrylic stain on paper
2
UntitledVSF588 c1975
Acrylic on canvas
3
UntitledVSF220 c1972-73
Acrylic stain on paper on
Dibond
4
UntitledVSF274 c1958
Oil on canvas
5
UntitledVSF3842 c1973-76
Acrylic stain on paper
on canvas
6
UntitledVSF014 c1978-80
Acrylic stain on collage

1

3

4
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French Impressionism
From the Collection of the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

04.06.2021 > 03.10.2021 International 
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www.ngv.vic.gov.au
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Opposite page

Pierre Auguste Renoir
Woman with a parasol and 
small child on a sunlit hillside 
c1874–76, Oil on canvas

47.0 x 56.2 cm

1

Paul Signac
Port of Saint-Cast 

1890, Oil on canvas

66.0 x 82.5 cm

2

Claude Monet
Grand Canal, Venice 
1908, Oil on canvas

73.7 x 92.4 cm

3

Pierre Auguste Renoir
Dance at Bougival 
1883, Oil on canvas

181.9 x 98.1 cm

4

Vincent van Gogh
Houses at Auvers
1890, Oil on canvas

75.6 x 61.9 cm

5

Paul Cézanne
The Pond 
c1877-79, Oil on canvas

47.0 x 56.2 cm

6

Camille Pissarro
Spring Pasture
1889, Oil on canvas

60.0 x 73.7 cm

© Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
All Rights Reserved
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A major exhibition of more than 100 

masterworks of French Impressionism 

from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 

an institution renowned world-wide for 

its rich holdings of Impressionist 

paintings. The show features works by 

Claude Monet, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, 

Edgar Degas, Camille Pissarro, Mary 

Cassatt and more – including 79 works 

not seen in Australia before. 

Through paintings and works on paper 

that showcase the breadth of the move- 

ment, the exhibition evokes the artistic 

energy and intellectual dynamism of the 

period by placing emphasis on the 

thoughts and observations of the artists 

themselves, revealing the social connec- 

tions, influences and personal relation- 

ships that united the group of radicals at 

the centre of this new art movement.
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KonradKlapheck
Venus ExMachina

Opposite page
The House Dragon
1964, Oil on canvas
70 x 58 cm
Collection Klapheck
1
The Chef
1965, Oil on canvas
111 x 161 cm
Kunstpalast, Düsseldorf
2
Sunday
1986, O il on canvas
92 x 62 cm
Private collection
3
Looking Ahead
2015, Acrylic on canvas
145 x 120 cm
Collection Galerie Lelong,
Paris-New York
4
Swing, Brother, Swing II
2006, Acrylic on canvas
160 x 310 cm
Collection Galerie Lelong,
Paris-New York
5
The Ancestor
1964, Oil on canvas
120 x 90 cm
CollectionMärkisches Museum,
Witten
6
The Questions of the Sphinx
1984, Oil on canvas
123 x 116 cm
Musée de Grenoble
7
The Occupant
1970-91, Oil on canvas
108 x 98 cm
Private collection

5 6 7
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Konrad Klapheckwas born in
Düsseldorf in 1935.Whatmakes him
really special is that you can see an
entire century of art history in his work.
Packedwith references to his
predecessors, his work is timeless yet
astonishingly up-to-date, time and
again. As a friend of Joseph Beuys and
Gerhard Richter, Klapheckwas one of
the three father figures of the Rhineland
art scene. But above all he is a one of a
kind, who cannot be ignored in the
world ofmodern painting.With his
monumental still lifes featuring strongly
stylised appliances and industrial
objects, Klapheck gives shape to icons
and demons of themodern time.

Typewriters, sewingmachines, irons,
showerheads or shoes are transformed
into human archetypes. And Klapheck’s
choice of ironic, suggestive titles
strengthen the psychological or sexual
connotations of his precisely painted
subjects. Simultaneously alienating
and‘classical’, he is variously seen as an
avant-garde artist and scion of theNeue
Sachlichkeit, a late surrealist or a fore-
runner of pop art. However, Klapheck’s
unique oeuvre is hard to capture in a
particularmovement. Not least because
after forty years of painting still lifes of
machines, he seemingly all of a sudden
started to orchestrate his paintings
around the human figure.



Richard Hearns
Enclave
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cadogancontemporary.com
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1

Vestige
2020, Oil on linen 

178 x 132 cm

2

Keystone
2020, Oil on canvas 

178 x 132 cm

3

Corbel
2020, Oil on canvas 

132 x 178 cm

4

Camber
2020, Oil on canvas 

178 x 132 cm

5

Touchstone
2020, Oil on canvas 

178 x 132 cm

6

Richard Hearns in Studio
7

Tome
2020, Oil on canvas 

178 x 132 cm

Photos of works and Studio
Eoin Collins
Courtesy of Cadogan 
Contemporary

Cadogan Contem
porary London

3

Richard Hearns was born in Beirut in 

1980 and raised in Dublin. This series of 

paintings invites you to experience a 

unique cultural ‘Enclave’, a territory 

marked out not by traditional lines, 

borders and language but by some- 

thing beyond these bounds – colour.

In his monograph describing Enclave, 

independent scholar and art advisor 

Raphy Sarkissian describes Hearns’ 

‘superbly calculated visual grammar as 

being founded upon innumerable

instances of modernist painting, as 

much as that grammar relies upon the 

process of painting as a decisive act of 

experimentation.’

Hearns paints in the wild landscape of 

The Burren National Park, an ancient 

natural landscape which emphasises 

these traditions of exploration, discovery 

and expression through the medium of 

paint. Each painting in the series was 

made as an extension of the physical 

surroundings, earth, sea and sky and 

materialises Hearns’ reminiscences of 

colours and natural phenomena.

This will be the artist’s second solo show 

at Cadogan in London. The paintings, 

many of which are life-size – literally the 

same height as the artist and spanning 

the width of his outstretched arms – are 

intensely physical acts, drawing inspira- 

tion from the discipline ofmartial arts, of 

which Hearns is a practitioner, and the 

rhythmic nature the rural idyll where

he lives and works.

1 | 2
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AnhDuongwas born in Bordeaux, to a
Vietnamese father and Spanishmother.
This will be AnhDuong’s first solo show
in Switzerland and her inaugural show
with the gallery. Featuringmore than 20
oil paintings dating from 1989 to today,
the exhibitionwill explore the quest-
ions of self and identity in the 21st
century. Captivating and voyeuristic,
Duong's portraits and self-portraits are
both revealing andmysterious as if
watching something about to unfold.
The viewer enters privatemoments in
intimate spaces, the paintings capture
a specificmood or time in the life of the
artist and yetwe are left to ponder/
wonderwhat thatmoment or chapter
may have been.

The exaggerated eyes transfix our gaze,
andwe feel captured, pierced, exposed,
as nude as the oils we are observing.
Howevermany doors these paintings
open, they throwup an even greater
amount of closed ones,making themall
themore alluring and intriguing.

The still-lives, whichDuong also refers
to as self-portraits, speak to a relation-
shipwith the self. They showobjects
from awoman’s boudoir, such as shoes,
perfumes andmake-up, representing a
modernwoman's armour aswell as
hinting at a consumerist underpinning.

Like the portraits, these objects speak
of awoman’s relationshipwith her self-
image. Howessential is this armour,
portrayed in such a seductivemanner?
Whatever theymay say aboutwomen or
identity, Duong's enigmatic paintings
never fail to capture the viewer.

AnhDuong
There is always Champagne
in the Fridge1

3 4 5

3

2

Opposite page
Le Bonheur paralyse
mon Esprit
2013, Oil on canvas
106.7 cm diameter

1
Installation view
2
Urgency of theWorst
2009, Oil on canvas
99.1 x 215.9 cm
3
Don’t ComeToo Close,
Don’t GoToo Far
2012, Oil on canvas
101.6 x 66 cm
4
There is always Champagne
in the Fridge
2010, Oil on canvas
101.6 x 68.6 cm
5
Looking for the Ideal Father
2010, Oil on canvas
101.6 x 68.6 cm

All works © Anh Duong
Courtesy the artist and
Galerie Gmurzynska
Zurich
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Designed by theMusée national
Picasso-Paris in collaborationwith the
MNBAQ, 'Picasso: Figures' comprises
76works, including 47major paintings,
drawn from its remarkable collection,
produced between 1895 and 1972.
Presented as a thematic retrospective
that exploresmore than 75 years of the
artist’s career, The show focuses on the
representation of the body in the artist’s
work. It is one of themost fertile prisms
throughwhich to grasp the numerous
metamorphoses inherent in his output.

Fromportraits, influenced by years of
apprenticeship inspired by the 17th
century Spanishmasters, to the repre-
sentations featuring expressionist,
liberated bodymovements of the final
period, the deconstructed, recon-
structed, constantly transformed body
turns intomalleable figures on the path
of this unique genius. The exhibition
focuses on six themes: Female figures,
Cubist figures, Magic figures, Sculptural
figures, Disfigured figures and Late
figures.

Itmainly comprises paintings, drawings
and prints, ranging from the Spanish
master’s formative years to the final
paintings in the last period. It also
assembles a remarkable collection of
sculptures that reflect the artist’smulti-
disciplinary dimension. Themusée
national des beaux-arts duQuébec has
decided to pay tribute to thewomen in
his life whowere hismuses since
Picasso’s work is closely linked to his
love stories, inwhich passion and
violence and destructionmeshed.

Picasso
Figures

Opposite page
Portrait of DoraMaar (Paris)
1937, Oil on canvas
55.3 x 46.3 cm

1
Manwith Guitar (Paris)
1911, Oil on canvas
154 x 77.5 cm
2
ReadingWoman (Boisgeloup)
1932, Oil on canvas
130 x 97.5 cm
3
Jacqueline with Crossed
Hands (Vallauris)
1954, Oil on canvas
116 x 88.5 cm
4
The Acrobat (Paris)
1930, Oil on canvas
162 x 130 cm
5
TheYoung Painter
(Mougins)
1972, Oil on canvas
130 x 162 cm
6
Head of aWoman
(Fernande) (Paris)
1909, Bronze
40.5 x 23 x 26 cm

All works
Musée national Picasso-Paris1
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Opposite page

Swannery 

2019, Acrylic and oil on panel

124 x 99 cm

Private Collection, Dallas, Texas
1

Cuckoo Hill
2019, Oil on linen

90 x 118 cm

Private Collection c/o Beaumont 
Nathan Art Advisory
2

About a Girl
2005, Acrylic and oil

Diptych total 121.9 x 160.7

(two panels, each 61 x 160 cm) 

Michael Storåkers Collection
3

Dead End
2010, Acrylic and oil on panel

122 x 150 cm

FWA Foundations for Woman 
Artists
4

The Day After
2020, Oil on canvas

228 x 168 cm

All works
© Mamma Andersson
Courtesy of the artist, Galleri 
Magnus Karlsson, Stephen 
Friedman Gallery and David 
Zwirner    

1

3

Mamma Andersson was born in 1962 in 

Luleå in Sweden near the Arctic Circle. 

She is one of the most important 

painters of her generation who now 

lives and works in Stockholm. This show 

at is the first major presentation of the 

artist’s work in Denmark, and her first 

big show at a Nordic museum in years.

Andersson is an eminent storyteller. 

Many of her paintings radiate cinematic 

suspense – a scenic sensation of a place 

where something might happen or has

just happened. The singular atmosphere 

of her landscapes is derived from image 

sources, including archival crime scene 

photos, which Andersson masterfully 

translates to the canvas. Painting is at 

the centre of Andersson’s work. Her 

pictures open a universe of expressive 

and emotionally loaded stories – 

Sweeping landscapes with trees 

dissolving before your eyes. Interiors

with fields of paint abruptly opening 

views into other worlds. Portraits of 

backturned figures avoiding your gaze. 

Black holes sending your eye into free 

fall. Andersson composes her paintings 

from a wealth of art-historical references 

and found photos, films and historical 

clippings. They are paintings on top of 

paintings, pictures on top of pictures. 

Everything in the finished works is 

filtered through her singular artistic eye. 

Dryly observant and colourfully poetic 

at once, from this vision a new world 

emerges. Technically, she combines 

several different materials in her works. 

Her signature aesthetic is the result of 

repeated applications and overpainting. 

Oil on canvas is covered in spray paint, 

paint is dragged in thin bands across the 

surface, producing a material fullness 

and variation showcasing her skill.
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JulianOpiewas born in 1958 in London
and graduated in 1983 fromGoldsmiths
School of Art, where hewas taught by
Michael Craig-Martin. He lives and
works in London. PitzhangerManor &
Gallery presents a newbody ofwork by
Opie. For this solo exhibition– his first in
a London public gallery in four years –
he has created new sculptures, LED
animations, light box paintings and film
that focus on people, buildings and
animals. Theworks create their own
landscape, awalk-through environment
like a computer game or a journey
through a city.

Some of the images are animated and
others animate as visitors wander
around or through them.

The centrepiece of the show is a new
work, French village 1, an immersive,
three-dimensional installation created
especially for this exhibition. Based on
a region of southwestern France, the
work invites visitors to explore its empty
streets and circulate through imaginary
spaces frommultiple viewpoints.

In the adjoining gallery, FrenchTown
andVic Fezensac 1 and 2, explore similar
vistas through lightbox paintings and
animation on LED screen. The show
features fourteenworks, including eight
metal sculptures; Deer 2, Dog 4 and
three of Opie’s distinctivewalking
figures. Three new sculptures, produced
last year after his visit to Portugal, draw
the Baroque buildings of Basílica da
Estrela, Universidade and the SŽ
Catedral de Aveiro.

The exhibition incorporatesworks
outside, both in front of theManor and
inWalpole Park at the rear. Opie’s
animated sculpture Crows, five
monochromebirds on LED screens, are
installed outside as public art for the
first time in theUK. It is accompanied by
a new LEDmonolith titled Curly
hair.influences and art historical
referenceswithin his work.

Opie is recognisable for his distinctive
and refined drawing style, distilling
the visual information of our everyday
reality to a universal language of
symbols and signs. The show incorpo-
ratesworks outside, both in front of the
Manor and inWalpole Park at the rear.
Opie’s animated sculpture Crows, five
mono- chromebirds on LED screens, are
installed outside as public art for the
first time in theUK. It is accompanied by
a new LEDmonolith titled Curly hair.

JulianOpie

Opposite page
Julian (not on show)
2013
1
Curly Hair
2021, LED Monolith

2
FrenchVillage
2021
3
Vic Fezensac 1
2021
4
Vic Fezensac 2
5
Headscarf
2020, Auto paint on aluminium

1
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The Fondation de l’Hermitage is hosting
amajor retrospective of the Lucerne
painter Hans Emmenegger (1866-1940),
the first of its kind in French-speaking
Switzerland. An artist of great originality
in both his choice of subjects and the
boldness of his compositions, he is now
regarded as one of themost important
Swiss painters of his day.

The exhibition has been organised in
partnershipwith the Kunstmuseum,
Lucerne, which holdsmany of the
artist’s works, andwill cover thewhole
of his career in around a 100 paintings.

Starting at the turn of the 20th century
withworks reflecting his admiration for
the paintings of Arnold Böcklin, it then
shows his change of aesthetic direction
around 1903, when he developed an
artistic language of his ownwith power-
fullymodern themes, such asmelting

snow, forest interiors, shadows and
reflections. The last section looks
at the period from 1915 andHans
Emmenegger’s detailed exploration of
movement, with echoes of chrono-
photography and the experiments of
the Futurist painters.

A selection ofworks by Emmenegger’s
fellow artists, including CunoAmiet,
Arnold Böcklin, Giovanni Giacometti,
FerdinandHodler, FélixVallotton and
Robert Zünd, will resonatewith the
painter’s world throughout the
exhibition, whichwill also feature
work by contemporary Swiss artists
Caroline Bachmann, Stefan Banz, Alois
Lichtsteiner, Michel Grillet, Nicolas Party
andAlbrecht Schnider, who have all
been inspired by his work.

Budding photographers at the École
Cantonale d'Art de Lausanne (ECAL)
were invited to create their own
responses to Emmenegger’s art, and
their photographswill be on display on
the top floor and in themuseum
grounds.

Hans
Emmenegger
1866-1940

1
Snowmelt
1908-09, Oil on canvas
111 x 162.7 cm
Kunstmuseum Lucerne
2
Small steamer, reflected
in the water
1909, Oil on canvas
85.5 x 150.5 cm
Kunstmuseum Lucerne
3
Ray of Sun in the Forest
1906, Oil on canvas
55 x 81.5 cm
Monique &Peter Sommer
4
Sunny Pasture
1904, Oil on canvas
54.5 x 73.5 cm
Confederation Art Collection,
Federal Office of Culture, Bern

5
Interior of a Forest
1933, Oil on canvas
100 x 65 cm
Pictet Collection

By Lake Garda (Solitude)
1902, Oil on canvas
61.5 x 81 cm
Private collection, Zurich

1
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Born in Lausanne in 1980, Nicolas Party
obtained his MA in Fine Art at Glasgow
School of Art. He currently lives and
works in New York. This, his first major
monographic show ever to be
displayed in a museum in Europe is an
immersive project that allows the artist
to give life to a rather uncanny
universe, complete with bold contrasts
of colour, enveloping architectural
forms, and startling trompe l’oeil
decorations. Against this backdrop, his
magnetic artworks, large site-specific
murals, intriguing polychrome sculp-
tures and pastel paintings are staged:

This ambitious exhibition is in fact a
project conceived by the artist, on the
basis of the specific structure of MASI
largest exhibition hall. Here, on an
imposing scale, his soaring, centrally
planned architecture, is divided into
five distinct environments, each
dedicated to a recurring motif in Party's
work: still life, portrait, rocky views,
caves and landscape. On the outside of
this structure, Party has created four
large pastel murals, inspired by four
works produced by Swiss painter
Arnold Böcklin (1827-1901).

They all depict views of the decaying
buildings evoked in the title of the
exhibition. These monochromatic,
decadent scenarios usher visitors into
an environment that contrasts sharply
with the chromatic explosion of the
works and environments that feature
inside the architectural spaxe itself.
As is the norm for the artist, Party has
further transformed the exhibition
space with backgrounds painted in
contrasting colours and polychrome
marble trompe l'oeil decorations.

Nicolas
Party
Ruins (Rovine)

Opposite page
Portrait
2017, Soft pastel on linen
140 x 110 cm
Courtesy the artist
1
Still Life
2017, Soft pastel on linen
100 x 150 cm
CollectionMigros Museum für
Gegenwartkunst
2
Still Life
2020, Soft pastel on linen
150.3 x 120 cm
Courtesy the artist
and TheModern Institute/
TobyWebster Ltd, Glasgow
3
Still Life
2017, Soft pastel on linen
140 x110 cm
Museo d'arte della Svizzera
italiana, Lugano
Extended loan from
Associazione ProMuseo
4
Portrait
2020, Soft pastel on linen
170 x 150 cm
Private collection
5
Portrait
2017, Soft pastel on linen
170 x 150 cm
Gherardo Felloni
6
Rocks
2014, Soft pastel on linen
150 x 180cm
Donald Porteous Collection
7
Head
2018, Acrylic and oil on
fiberglass and polystyrene
foam
200 x 90 x 115 cm
Collection of Iris & Adam Singer

All works
© Nicolas Party4
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The body of work that forms Ziping
Wang’s solo exhibition, The Other Land-
scape, continues to explore the artist’s
fascination with the modern-day
abundance of imagery.In today’s world,
we have almost unfettered access to
imagery through virtual portals, allow-
ing us to revisit numerous moments
and events visually. Equally, whether
online or in our day-to-day lives, we are
further inundated with commercialised
imagery. More often than not, these
images are highly modified, specifically
designed to be attention grabbing.

Ziping’s vibrantly saturated artworks,
comprising layers of fragmented
depictions, aim to document and record
this profusion of diverse imagery. She is
most interested in the everyday visuals
that most of us would not think to
examine closely and is drawn to the
dynamic colours and designs of food
packaging. For Ziping, these images
encapsulate the motivations of
commercialised visuals that are design-
ed to capture our immediate attention.

Ziping herself is primarily attracted to
intensely saturated colours and
patterns, which frequently remind her
of her childhood, reminiscent of toys or
sweet wrappers. While working on a
piece, she often visits grocery stores to
test her reactions to certain food
packaging, with the wrapper of a
familiar childhood snack possibly
triggering an important memory. In this
way, her works invite viewers to form
their own personal connections.

As such, these paintings tap into the
universal, capitalising on everyday
imagery to activate our sensory
memories. At the same time, Ziping’s
works layer these everyday contem-
porary images with references to Old
Master works, specifically East Asian
scroll paintings. The inclusion of these
images, which are variants of existing
artworks in the public domain, high-
lights the widespread accessibility of
imagery.

ZipingWang
The Other Landscape

Opposite page
Melting in your Paperhouse
2021, Oil on canvas
100 x 80 cm
1
Levitating Space
2021, Oil on canvas
80 x 60 cm
2
The ForgottenTapestry
2021, Oil on canvas
100 x 80 cm
3
The Snowflake that comes
Alive
2021, Oil on canvas
80 x 60 cm
4
Untitled | Summer
2021, Oil on canvas
60 x 60 cm

1
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1

The Artist in Her Studio
1993

Leeds Museums and Galleries / 

Bridgeman Images 

2

The Cadet and His Sister
1988

Private collection 

3

Love
1995

Private collection, London 

4

Possessions
2004

Museu de Arte Contemporanea 

Fundação de Serralves, Porto, 

Portugal

5

Flood 
1996

Tate, Purchased 1997 

6

The Devil Cat – 
Three Little Devils Wrapped 
in White Thread 

1975

Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, 

Lisbon, Portugal 

7

The Pillowman
2004

Private Collection, London 

All works © Paula Rego21

6
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 This will be the UK’s largest and most 

comprehensive retrospective of Paula 

Rego’s work. An uncompromising artist 

of extraordinary imaginative power, 

Rego redefined figurative art and revo- 

lutionised the way in which women are 

represented. This exhibition will tell the 

story of this artist’s remarkable life, high- 

lighting the personal nature of much of 

her work and the socio-political context 

in which it is rooted. 

It will reveal her range of references, 

from comic strips to history paintings. 

Featuring over 100 works including 

collage, paintings, large-scale pastels, 

drawings and etchings, it will span 

Rego’s early work from the 1950s to her 

richly layered, staged scenes from the 

2000s. Rego asserted her commitment 

to denouncing injustices and standing 

up for victims. In her paintings, collages 

and drawings from the 1960s to 70s, 

Rego opposed the Portuguese dictator- 

ship, using many sources for inspiration. 

Rego abandoned collage in 1980 and 

returned to painting, combining child- 

hood memories with her experiences as 

a woman, wife and lover. The exhibition 

will also bring together striking works 

addressing the issues of women’s traffick- 

ing and female genital mutilation. 

These powerful images confront difficult 

stories of pain and abuse that Rego feels 

need to be told.

Rego was born in Lisbon in 1935 but has 

lived in London for most of her life.
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‘World out of Joint: Scharl, Katz,
Radziwill’at Kunsthalle Emden focuses
on three artists who occupy particularly
prominent positions in themuseum's
collection: Josef Scharl, Hanns Ludwig
Katz and Franz Radziwill. Three artists,
who shared the dramatic collective
experiences of their generation, but
drewdifferent consequences from
themand thus embarked on very
different paths.

Josef Scharl (1896-1954), Hanns Ludwig
Katz (1892-1940) and Franz Radziwill
(1895-1983) – three artists whose lives
could not bemore different.What
unites them is their generation: They
were all born in the 1890s.

They experienced the rise of National
Socialism and partly the SecondWorld
War. Nevertheless, the three protagon-
ists drewdifferent conclusions from
this:While Katz fled to South Africa as
a Jewish artist and died there in 1940,
Scharl emigrated to theUSA in 1939,

never to return to Germany. In 1933,
Radziwill was appointed professor to
the chair of free painting at theDüssel-
dorf Art Academy after professors such
as Campendonk, Klee and eight other
post- holders had been dismissed from
their posts by theNational Socialists.

On the basis of the individual fates, the
ambivalences in a turbulent chapter of
history aremade visible and related to
each other in the show so that contem-
porary art history can be understood as
a tightly interwoven network of indivi-
dual fates and collective experiences.

Worldoutof Joint
Scharl | Katz | Radziwill

Opposite page
Franz Radziwill
Self-Portrait
1944, Oil on canvas on
plywood
64.5 x 53 cm
Permanent loan from the
Claus Hüppe Foundation
1
Josef Scharl
Blind Beggar in a Café
1927, Oil on burlap
160.3 x 200.8 cm
© Susanne Scharl
2
Franz Radziwill
Harbour wall in
Wilhelmshaven
1937, Oil on canvas on
plywood
62.5 x 87.5 cm
Permanent loan from the
Claus Hüppe Foundation
3
Franz Radziwill
Landscapewith the
artist's house
1930, Oil on canvas on
plywood
75 x 98 cm
Permanent loan from the
Claus Hüppe Foundation
4
Hanns Ludwig Katz
MissMary (nude portrait)
1926, oil and tempera on
cardboard on plywood
150.3 x 94.4 cm

All works
Kunsthalle Emden
© VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2021
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After the turn of the century, Expres-
sionismwasmore than just an art
movement; it was an attitude to life, a
protest against the bourgeoisie of the
era. Usually perceived as a shock,
Expressionist artists significantly
changedmodernism. In Switzerland,
too, a radically newpictorial language
developed before the FirstWorldWar,
parallel to trends throughout Europe.

Instead of painting oriented on reality,
strongly subjective forms of design now
took over. Colours and forms virtually
exploded and pulverized all familiar
styles and their rules. These progressive
tendencies found different expressions
in different places in the country. They
joined together to form short-lived
artist collectives such as‘DerModerne

Bund’in Lucerne in 1911 and the Basel
group‘Rot-Blau’in the 1920s. The latter
was based on the formative example of
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, who had settled
in Davos. Hans Bergerwas the outstan-
ding artistic personality inwestern
Switzerland and turned to an expressive
pictorial language as early as 1910.
With‘OrsaMaggiore’, Ticinowas another
internationally networked epicenter
of Expressionism in Switzerland. It was,
however, the numerous individual
positions that shaped the new,wild
visual language in this country. It is
considered the‘strongest andmost
influential style of Swissmodernism’.
This large-scale panoramapromises the
most comprehensive reappraisal of this
important chapter of Swiss art history –
and an explosion of colours and forms.

Expressionism
inSwitzerland

Opposite page
Hermann August Scherer
The Painter
c1925, Oil on jute
100.5 x 116.5 cm
Private ownership

1
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
SertigValley
1924, Oil on canvas
150.5 x 75.5 cm
Bündner, Kunstmuseum, Chur
2
AlbertMüller
Interior
1924, Oil on canvas
110 x 119 cm
Kunstmuseum,Winterthur
3
Marianne vonWerefkin
Tragic Atmosphere
1910, Tempera on paper on
cardboard
46 x 58 cm
Museo comunale d'arte moderna
Ascona, Collezione del Comune
4
Giovanni Giacometti
Giovanin deVöja
1908, Oil on canvas
46 x 38 cm
Private ownership
5
Albert Pfister
Quinces on Red Cloth
1906, Oil on canvas
65 x 65.5cm
Private ownership
© Yvonne Kunz, Erlenbach4
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Emerging from the late 90’s Street Art
movement in London, Paul Insect’s
creative expression has always been
fuelled by the sense of rebellion, non-
conformity, and constant experimen-
tation and innovation. Free from rules
or expectations, yet appreciative for the
painterly tradition, the London-based
artist is nowadays creatingworks that
are an exciting fusion of the vast range
of interests and influences he has
developed over the years.With the
strong focus on the human figure as the
main theme of thework, Insect enjoys
exploring differentmediums,materials,
and techniqueswhile painting distinc-
tive portraits as his signature type of
work. Reducing the subject’s appear-
ance to a pair of eyes, the artist builds
his visuals and concepts on these com-
positional and contextual pillars.
Using bold colours, pop imagery, and
traditional aswell as radical techniques,
he constructs vibrant imagery that
depicts everyday people.

Over the years, Insect has taken part in a
number of collaborations and projects,
further broadening his interests aswell
as influencing others. To name a few, he
was one of the key figures at the legen-
dary Pictures OnWalls print house,
hasworked alongside Banksy at iconic
events such as Cans Festival, Santa's
Ghetto project in Bethlehem, or
Dismaland, and has created large-scale
installations at the Glastonbury festival.
Alongwith those, he had a successful
series of gallery shows startingwith
Bullion in 2007, whichwas entirely
brought-out byDamienHirst before the
opening, and then continuedwith pres-
entations in London, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, NewYork, Athens and Paris.

Paul Insect
Usually Surrounded

Opposite page
Untitled
2021, Acrylic on canvas
140 x 150 cm

1
Untitled
2021, Acrylic on canvas
190 x 255 cm
2
Untitled
2021, Acrylic on canvas
100 x 100 cm
3
Untitled
2021, Acrylic on canvas
130 x 180 cm

4
Untitled
2021, Acrylic on canvas
120 x 120 cm
5
Installation view

1
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